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Considerable attention is currently focused on using information technology to obtain
and maintain competitive advantage. Numerous mini-cases have been used to illustrate
the use of information systems for competitive advantage, and various conceptual
frameworks have been proposed to aid in the identification of such applications. Much of
this work is grounded in a single concept of strategy formulation, an approach that we
refer to as "top-down." A survey of senior information system executives demonstrates the
potential problems of relying on a top-down approach. A second, "adaptive" approach,
appears to offer potential value for the identification of competitive applications in organ-
izations facing considerable environmental turbulence or in which senior strategists are
relatively uninformed about information system resources. Five organizational roles are
defined that can help support this adaptive approach.
cover of widely read business magazines
INTRODUCTION (Fortune. 1985; Business Week, 1985).
Continued decline in the unit cost of computer Such attention is welcome legitimization for in-
hardware and steady improvement in the flexi- formation systems managers who have worked
bility and power of computer software have led for years to communicate the exciting potential
to dramatic growth in the use of information of information technology. But management's
technology in American business. Applications new interest in competitive information systems
have proliferated rapidly beyond corporate walls presents a difficult challenge for information
to encompass suppliers, distributors and con- systems managers, who frequently find them-
sumers, and consequently, some applications of selves charged with responsibility for identifying
information technology have acquired the ul- and implementing strategic applications. Al-
timate label of respectability: they are called though management attention has been focused
"strategic" in business journals (McFarlan, on the potential of competitive information sys-
1985), and featured within, and even on the tems, there is a dearth of practical, and even
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theoretical, advice as to how to identify such ap- formation technology. We review some dataplications. While some information systems that suggest that the traditional approach mayhave clearly had major strategic impact, at least not be appropriate in the IS arena, and we thenin the short term, we may be unable to pose an alternative view of this relationship, onedeliberately and reliably identify and imple- that we think will be helpful in thinking aboutment information systems that make lasting im- competitively important applications. Finally,provements in competitive position. we make some suggestions for developing an en-
vironment in which strategic information sys-
Mini-case studies or exemplars, usually used in tems will be identified.
conjunction with a conceptual framework such
as Porter's Competitive Forces (Porter, 1980;
Porter and Millar, 1985), or Wiseman's Strategic
Thrusts (Wiseman, 1985), are currently the me-
thod of choice for raising awareness about com- THE PROCESS OF
petitive information systems (McFarlan, 1985; STRATEGY DEVELOPMENTFrohman, 1982; Cash and Konsynski, 1985;
Benjamin, et al., 1984), for facilitating the i-
dentification of such systems (Rackoff, et al., The degree to which information technology is
1985; Wyman, 1985), and for developing and il. integrated into a firm's strategic planning
lustrating new conceptual models (Ives and process varies from firm to firm, with important
Learmonth, 1984; Beath and Ives, 1986; SuI- consequences in industries with information in-
livan, 1985). But the repetition of a few well- tensive processes. Consider, for example, the
known anecdotes may be an idea generation airline industry.
catalyst of insufficient utility (Bakopoulos and
Treacy, 1985), even for the competing airlines or The two largest trunk carriers, American andhospital suppliers who find the original stories United, are premier examples of what can beto be frighteningly motivating. Furthermore, done with effectively applied information tech-the most popular anecdotes, like many myths, nology. In both companies the information sys-are often inaccurate and usually exclude details tems function reports at a very high level withincritical to successful imitation. The mini-cases the organization and plays an integral part inrarely describe how the initial idea of the system ' the formulation and implementation of cor-was identified, how the system was initially jus- porate strategy. Both carriers have done well
tified, the costs of the system, or its eventual enough with information technology to be suedbottom line impact. by competitors on the grounds of unfair com-
petition, allegedly related to their Sabre and
Moreover, much of the literature lends a pol- Apollo reservation systems.
lyanna tone to the issues surrounding strategic
information systems; the emphasis has been on The cases of Braniff and Frontier contrastdescribing opportunities and success stories markedly with American and United. Im-rather than attempting to produce a well mediately after deregulation, Braniff and Fron-balanced presentation recognizing the high risks tier both expanded rapidly from their regionaloften assumed, the false starts undertaken, and niches and began to compete on routes formerlythe failures that must inevitably occur. served exclusively by their larger competitors.
Wiseman (1985), for example, identifies 118 Neither Braniff nor Frontier had expandedcompetitive information systems, some of which their reservations systems to include travelare no longer functioning, but never adequately agents; both were dependent on systems owneddeals with the potential down-side of competi- by their major competitors for ticket sales andtive information systems - the risks assumed, distribution. The relatively infrequent flights
the write- offs incurred, the possibility of com- that these smaller carriers could sustain to a
petitive retaliation (Cash, 19854 Vitale, forth- given city, and the hub-and-spoke arrangementscoming). that they, like other airlines, were developing, in
fact depended heavily on information techno-
In what follows we first review some of the ex- logy, but neither carrier seems to have recog-
isting work on the strategic use of information nized this until it was too late.
technology. We are interested primarily in the
process of selecting business strategy and the In the airline industry some carriers recognized
process of connecting business strategy andin- early that information systems were to play a
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strategic role, while others pursued strategies In the 1970's, as computing use grew beyond the
that did not involve information technology. transaction processing stage, the information
Here, and in several other industries, organiza- systems literature began to include calls for in-
tions that recognized the strategic role of infor- volvement by information systems managers in
mation systems technology have obtained com- the strategic planning process (King, 1978;
petitive advantage. We believe that in the near Kriebel, 1968; McLean and Soden, 1977). The
future many organizations will greatly improve rationale for their participation followed direct-
their competitive position through the use of in- ly from the top down approach. Involving IS-
formation technology - in the long run perhaps aware and IS-responsible people during strategy
to an even greater extent than they can by formulation is more likely to lead to applica-
making more effective use of marketing, logis- tions that bring sustainable competitive advan-
tics, manufacturing, or other functional tage because:
strengths. The question is: what must we do to - It signals to the organization thatinsure that information technology is ap-
propriately linked to corporate strategy?
top management recognizes the stra-
tegic potential of IS.
- It involves IS management at a time
when fewer decisions have been
The Top Down Model made, thus opening up moreavenues of exploration.
Much of the existing work on strategic uses of - It shortens the lead time for new ap-
information technology (McFarlan, 1984; Par- plications, since IS is aware sooner
son, 1983; Wiseman, 1985) assumes, at least im- of management's thinking and can
plicitly, a "top down" model of strategy develop- start "learning" the right tech-
ment (Chaffee, 1985; Chandler, 1962). Accord- nologies.ing to this view:
...strategy consists of integrated de- This is not surprising. By analogy, we would not
cisions, actions or plans that will set expect to find successful implementation of a
and achieve viable organizational low-cost strategy in a firm that first decided to
goals. Both goals and the means of pursue a low-cost position and only later asked
achieving them are results of strategic how to use marketing and production to support
decision. To reach these goals, organ- that strategy. In general, however, the appeal
izations vary their links with the en- for IS involvement fell on deaf ears. IS
vironment by changing their products managers have not been notably successful in
or markets or by performing other interjecting themselves into their firms' strategic
entrepreneurial actions (Chaffee, p. planning processes.
90). As an alternative to direct participation in the
organization's strategic planning process, IBMThe top down model assumes managers are promoted their Business Systems Planningwell-informed about the organization's re- (BSP) process (IBM, 1984). Using this process,
sources, in particular, the organization's a management systems team infers or recreates
"distinctive competences" ' (Selznick, 1957) -- the the firm's goals and strategies through a seriesunique strengths of an organization that, if of structured interviews with top management,
leveraged, can produce competitive advantages from which specific application proposals arethat a competitor will be unable to easily dupli- eventually derived. The Critical Success Factors
cate - as well as about the constraints and op- (CSF) methodology, another frequently used in-
portunities in the environment shared with their formation systems planning methodology, also
competitors. This model suggests that strategy circumvents the problem of direct involvement
selection is a rational response to competitive in the firm's strategic planning process. In-
forces (Porter, 1979) in a relatively predictable stead, general managers are asked to identify
world. The next step after strategy selection is those few key areas where "things must go right"to maintain or adjust the organization to the re- for the business to flourish for information sys-
quirements of the new strategy, if necessary, by tems designers who are not assumed to be well
acquiring assets from outside the organization




More recently, but still in the spirit of the top bases, existing information
down model, Wiseman (1985) and others linkages with other organiza-
(Benson and Parker, 1985) have resurrected the . tions, cost accounting infor-
call for IS involvement in strategic planning, mation, et cetera.
suggesting that information technology can b. The information architecture,shape or impact (influence the selection of
strategy) in additional to support or align (help including existing and plan-
the organization realize its strategies). ned communications net-
works, distributed processors,
In general, the typical IS manager does not par- planned and existing work
ticipate in his or her firm's strategic planning stations and personal com-
process, but may be under serious pressure from puters, et cetera.
senior management to identify applications c. Systems development manage-
which support the firm's competitive strategy. ment, including a workableIf IS managers are skeptical that the processes understanding of the tradeoffsproposed to date will, in fact, reveal proposals
that will shape corporate strategy, it is not among systern costs,
surprising. After-the-fact support for corporate schedules, and functionality,
strategies developed without regard for infor- and a knowledge of the uncer-
mation assets or opportunities will rarely result tainties connected with system
in competitive applications of the technology, development estimates.
and then usually only by luck. By their very na- d. Future or relatively untested
ture, these applications are initially not deeply technologies that might have aintegrated with the firm's other operations. We strategic impact on the organ-identify three reasons that the current top down
based methods for identifying strategic applica- ization, its products, or its cus-
lions are likely to be unsatisfactory: tomers.
1. Overall strategy does not exist - 3. Environmental turbulence - Con-
Many IS managers would feel very siderable change in the information
fortunate to have a clear picture of systems environment may reduce
where their organization is headed the appropriateness of strategies for-
so that they could match IS and or- mulated using a top down process in
ganization efforts. But many organ- achieving competitive advantage
izations have no well defined stra- (Emery and Trist, 1965). Long lead
tegy. The absence of an explicit times in the information technology
strategy will preclude either map- arena increase the risk that a stra-
ping information systems plans to tegy will be valueless before it is
long-range organizational plans or fully implemented. Environmental
impacting organizational plans with turbulence might be felt in any or
information systems technology. all of the following categories.
2. Strategists are uninformed about in- a. Products - product changes
formation systems technology - will become increasingly de-
Without sufficient knowledge about pendent on information sys-
tem enhancements asinformation system possibilities and
economic considerations drivecapabilities, organizational
strategists have a difficult time product designers towards
making effective decisions about the making products more infor-
application of information system mation intensive.
technology. Such expertise should b. Customers - both the customer
include familiarity with: base and customer needs will
a. The current applications port- change. Existing customers
folio, including knowledge of may insist on electronic link-
customer and product data- ages for order entry or
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automated inventory replen- business units in eleven Fortune 500 (or
ishment. equivalent) companies, one somewhat smaller
company, and three consulting firms. Organiz-c. Competitors - may change the ations represented among the respondents in-
basis of competition. Infor- cluded financial services, petroleum, communi-
mation systems technologies cations, computer vendors (3), business equip-
may be used to implement ment, retailing (2), aerospace (2), food process-
these changes, to introduce ing, and consulting/public accounting (3). In
barriers to entry to lock out general, the respondents were highly placed in
potential competitors or to their organizations. Eleven of the 17 hold posi-
break down barriers to entry tions at the vice president level or above, and
to potential markets. another four report to vice presidents.
d. Suppliers - will change as new All but one of the organizations included in the
materials technologies, new
production methods, and survey have or plan to have a process for iden-tifying strategic uses of information systems
economic pressures affect the technology. Eleven of 17 have a speci fic on-
supplier pool. Relationships going set of activities intended to identify stra-
with existing suppliers will tegic uses of information systems technologies.
also change. Electronic link- Of the six who do not currently have a specific
ages may prove necessary or process, four plan to implement a specific
competitively advantageous process within a year, one plans to do so within
for production planning, in- two years, and one does not plan to do so, havingtried it and failed.ventory control, online order-
ing, quality control, et cetera.
e. Production Methods - may Eight of the 11 respondents who currently havea process for identifying strategic applications
change, adding turbulence to have used one or more methodologies prescribedthe environment. Many of for identifying competitive information systems.
these changes will be related Seven of the eight had used the CSF approach;
to information system techno- four of these had also used IBM's BSP process;
logy, including robotics, and four had used one of the Porter-based ap-
CAD/CAM, et cetera. proaches (Competitive Forces, Competitive Stra-
tegies, or Value Chain). We also asked the
respondents to tell us about specific character-
istics of the process currently being used. All 11
include a review of the business strategy, and all
but one review the applications portfolio or see
AN EXPLORATORY RESEARCH presentations of new technologies. Eight review
QUESTION the competitive environment and the company'sstrengths and weaknesses. Based on this infor-
mation, we argue that the processes being used
As an exploratory research question we propose in these organizations are predominantly top
that for many organizations the environment down in nature.
will not support a top down process for identify-
ing competitive information systems. To test
this notion we surveyed 24 participants drawn
from 20 companies attending a conference en- RESULTS
titled "Information Processing in American
Business." The questionnaire (shown in the Our exploratory research question predicted a
appendix) focused on the process that these or- relationship between satisfaction with the
ganizations used to identify strategic uses of in- process of identifying strategic uses of infor-
formation systems technologies. mation systems technology and three organiza-
tional factors:
Responses were received from 17 (71%) of the
24 chief information officer or information sys- 1. Knowledge about information assets
tems manager participants, representing 13 and opportunities
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2. Turbulence in the organization's strategic plans does lend some support to the
competitive environment potential utility of the top down model for iden-tifying strategic applications for most of the or-
ganizations included in the survey.3. The presence of a strategic plan for
the organization.
Items addressing these three organizational fac-
tors appear at the beginning of the questionnaire Knowledge About Information Technology
shown in the appendix. The item measuring
satisfaction with the existing system identifica- We also predicted that the top down approach
tion process is the last item on the question- will be most apropos if the organization's
naire. Descriptive statistics for the four strategists are knowledgeable about information
measures, for those organizations with a formal assets and information opportunities. The un-
process for identifying strategic applications, are derlying assumption here is that managers with
shown in Table 1. In the following discussion limited understanding of information system
we review the results for each of the organiza- possibilities and constraints will be unable toformulate viable and effective information-tional factors. based strategies. As shown in Table 2, the data
convincingly demonstrated that there is a strong
relationship between IS knowledgeable manage-
Presence of a Strategic Plan Table 2.
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient.
Considering the size and maturity of the organ-
izations represented, it is not surprising that we Satisfactionfound the level of formal planning to be rela-
tively high. All but two of the 17 do strategic r r-squared t P
planning, and all but two do information sys-
tems planning. Given the lack of variance in Knowledge 0.86 0.73 4.70 <.001
the responses to this item we did not include it Turbulence -0.61 0.38 -2.20 <.05in our further analysis, but the prevalence of
Table 1: Descriptive Statistics.
Standard
Variable N Mean Median Deviation Range
Satisfaction 10 3.2 3 0.60 2-4
[marginally satisfied]
Knowledge 10 10.1 10 2.88 6-16
Turbulence 10 14.2 14 3.09 10-20
Unit level strategic planning: Of 10,9 responded "yes", 1 responded "no".
The Knowledge and Turbulence scores were obtained by assigning values to sub-item
responses and summing these values. The sub-items can be seen in the Appendix.
Values were assigned to the responses as follows:
Knowledge Turbulence
1 = Uninformed 1 = No Change
2 = Somewhat Informed 2 = Minimal Change
3 = Well Informed 3 = Moderate Change
4 = Very Wetl Informed 4 = Major Change
(possible scores range from 4-16) (possible scores range from 4-20)
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ment and system identification processes that those external opportunities will probably have
are viewed as satisfactory (a Pearson product- to be linked to unique assets currently among
moment correlation coefficient of .86 is statis- the organization's resources, and most likely to
tically significant at p < .001). the organization's distinctive competences.. the
factors which give it advantage over its com-
petitors. That is, pure technology probably of-
fers little strategic advantage; advantage flows
Environmental Turbulence from using technology to leverage or exploit in-
imitable assets of the firm -- its history, reputa-
Our third prediction was that environmental tion, culture, management skills, market power,
turbulence associated with frequent changes in etc. (Barney, 1985). That is why, as our data
products, suppliers, customers, production pro- suggest, that it is so important for strategists to
cesses, or competitive environment would make be familiar with information technology oppor-
top down planning more difficult, if not ir- tunities when they strategize.
relevant, and should be associated with lower
levels of satisfaction with the planning process. In addition, the firm must recognize that it may
As shown in Table 2 this prediction was also have exploitable information assets -- historical
validated by the survey data. Organizations customer or supplier data, order entry and pro-
facing high levels of environmental turbulence duction linkages, communications infrastruc-
were less satisfied with their existing process for tures, system development team work skills - -
identifying strategic applications of information that might also be used as the basis for sustained
systems. strategic advantage, either in combination with
new information technology opportunities, or in
combination with other distinctive competences,
or unique assets of the firm. Again, this sug-
Summary gests the need for strategists to be familiar with
their current information assets.
In an environment characterized by con-
siderable turbulence, a top down planning
process is susceptible to wasted efforts, mis-
directed investments, and low morale as the or-
ganization pursues strategies based on incom- THE ADAPTIVE MODEL
plete or inaccurate predictions of the future.
Clearly our data suggest that, at least in the or- A second model of strategy, not as yet explicitly
ganizations surveyed, respondents perceived referenced in the strategic IS applications litera-
high levels of environmental turbulence. More- ture, emphasizes continuous adaptation, creat-
over, in those organizations experiencing the ing "satisfactory alignments of environmental
most turbulence there was a much higher degree opportunities and risks, on the one hand, and
of dissatisfaction with the process being organizational capabilities and resources on the
employed to identify competitive applications. other" (Miles and Cameron, p. 14). This adap-
tive model (Chaffee, 1985), unlike the top down
High levels of environmental turbulence cast model, deals less with predetermined goals, and
shadows on the utility of the top down planning more with evolution and incremental change.
process as an instrument for identifying com. "The adaptive model's definition of strategic be-
petitive applications of information system tech- haviors goes beyond that of the top down model
nology; so too do senior strategists with limited
to incorporate not only major changes in
understanding of information technologies and products and markets, but also su
btle changes in
resources. Information technology can shape style, marketing, quality, and other nuances"
the firm's strategy only if consideration of infor- (Chaffee, 1985). Quinn (1980) contends tha
t
mation assets and opportunities is incorporated the adaptive model seems closer to the way most
into a firm's strategic planning process in some firms actually produce and implement strategy
way. Technological opportunities available in than the top down model.
the marketplace to all competitors in an in-
dustry (personal computers, commercial soft- Hayes (1985) suggests that managers typically
ware, optical fiber, etc) may permit short-term approach the problem of strategic planning the
strategic gains or catch-up moves. But to ach- wrong way around; it makes more sense, he
ieve defendable, long-term strategic benefits, says, to develop resources and then to identify
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tactics and strategies that are feasible. This con- of expertise about the technology, including
cept is highly relevant to the information sys- materials suitable for management readers.
tems environment. For example, Hays suggests Finally, the wizard should maintain a file of ex-
that the firm "acquire and experiment with new ample applications of the technology including
technologies and techniques so that workers and applications both within and external to the or-
managers gain experience with them and come ganization. Periodically, the wizard should
to understand their capabilities and constraints," prepare a short summary paper on the techno-
(p. 118). The broadly based knowledge that re- logy which is consistent in format with papers
sults contrasts sharply with the pockets of ex- prepared for other technologies and understand-
pertise that are typical with the top down ap- able to a general management reader.
proach.
Hayes suggests mechanisms for dealing with the Marriage broker
turbulence problem. As knowledge spreads
throughout the organization, "The company One or more relatively senior information sys-
should encourage managers well down in the or- tems executives might be designated to act as in-
ganization to exploit matches wherever they termediaries between user managers with inter-
occur," (p. 118). The point is to "seek con- esting ideas and wizards. These marriage
tinuous improvement in a dynamic brokers will be charged with the responsibility
environment" by reacting quickly, at relatively for seeking out and encouraging new ideas for
low levels of the organization, to perturbations competitive applications, ensuring their techni-
in the competitive environment. cal feasibility, and nurturing budding systems.
Like the original marriage broker, ours carefully
avoids meetings between the user and the wizardThe top down model for identifying competitive before the plan has reached a certain level ofinformation systems is normally implemented maturity. This marriage broker serves not as aas a process. Hayes suggests, instead, changes in dating service, but instead as a translator, aorganization structure to facilitate the develop- chaperon, and even, where necessary, a bar-
ment of technical means and the innovative ap- ricade. The marriage broker should ensure thatplication of those means in exciting new ways. library materials made available to a prospectiveFor example, rather than relying on a specific user are suitable for his or her needs and back-process for identifying competitive applications, ground, and that the applications presented to
with its attendant roles of process facilitator, ex- the user are understandable and appropriate.
ecutive sponsor, and participant, Hayes' ap-
proach suggests permanent changes be made to
the organization. Alternative permanent roles Rich uncle
seem to offer potential for helping to integrate
information technology and strategic planning. Money needs to be available to acquire ex-
The illustrative role descriptions that follow perimental technologies that appear to have
draw from the works of Maidique (1980) and potential merit. Prototype applications need in-
Morrison (1950) on managing technical innov- itial support that might not otherwise pass the
ation. organization's investment hurdles. The rich un-
cle pays for seeds that users plant, in hopes that
trees will grow. These research and develop-Wizards ment funds need to be available in proportion to
Wizards are the corporate experts and librarians the perceived strategic importance of infor-
for technologies that are judged to have poten-
mation systems to the organization.
tial strategic impact on the firm. A wizard must
be familiar with how the technology operates, Weed puller
what its costs and capabilities are today, what its
costs and capabilities are expected to be next Seeds sometimes produce weeds instead of trees;
year or in five years, what the limitations of the prototypes and experimental technologies may
technology are, and how it compares with sub- take on fascinating lives of their own that far
stitute technologies in terms of costs, capabili- exceed their utility to the organization. Periodi-
ties, and limitations. He or she should also be cally such investments must be reexamined and
aware of the organization's own strengths and their current utility assessed. The weed puller
weaknesses vis-a-vis the technology. The wizard must be in a position high enough in the organ-
should also maintain (or contribute to) a library ization to be able to avoid the pressures of the
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status quo or of special constituencies. He or distinctive information- related competences of
she also, however, has a responsibility to ensure the firm, thus potentially overlooking oppor-
that those who grew the weeds are not branded tunities that might result in sustainable competi-
as having somehow failed, but rather are viewed tive advantage. Development of an organiza-
as temporarily unlucky horticulturists. tional structure conducive to the identification
and implementation of strategic applications
may, in the long run, prove to be sustainableTeacher competitive advantage in its own right - that is,
an organizational structure that continually as-
The teacher plays an important role in the adap- sures that the firm is a leader in the strategic use
tive organization. Systems analysts, wizards and of information technology.
others within the information systems group,
must learn more about the organization's
products, customers, competitors, suppliers, and
distribution channels. The teacher provides an REFERENCES
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APPENDIX
Name of company (Optional) Your Title
Industry Report To (title)
Please answer the following questions for the business unit of your firm that you are associated with. If you are at the
corporate level answer for the entire corporation, unless the units of the corporation are diverse in the way they do strategic
planning or manage information system resources. In that case, please respond to the questions for the single business unit
with which you are most familiar or for the corporate staff. Please check one:
Corporation OR Business Unit OR Corporate Staff
09 04 04
How well informed is the top
management of this unit about: Somewhat Well Very well
Uninformed Informed Informed Informed
The current applications portfolio 0 O 11 02 03
The information architecture 05 07 03 01
Systems development management 01 08 05 02
Future technologies 01 07 06 02
How much change has this unit experienced
over the past three years for: No Minimal Moderate Major
Change Change Change Changes
Products 0 0 2 05 [] 10
Customers 02 04 08 03
Competitors 02 02 09 04
Suppliers 01 06 06 04
Production methods 0 0 3 0 10 04
Does the business unit carry out
Yes No
15 2 0 Strategic planning at this unit level
15 2 0 Information systems planning
Does the unit have a specific ongoing set of activities intended to
identify strategic uses of information systems technologies (IST)?
6 No 0 Il Yes 11
If not, do you intend to implement a specific Who participates and what role
process to identify strategic uses of IST? do they play in this process?
5 0 Yes, in the next _years Sponsors Facilitates Participates
0 No, General manager 8 6 3
because (check atl that apply):
0 Too expensive Functional execs 7 6 7
0 Too time consuming I.S. managers 7 8 7
0 Won't work here
10 We tried and it failed Internal consultants 1 4 6
0 No strategic opportunities for IST here
[] Other. External consultants 4 4
Thanks foryour help. Functional staff 1
8
1.S. staff 2 7 11
"Creative types" 2 3 4
Other
Please turn to the back
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The following methodologies How familiar are you with If you have used the methodology to identify
have been prescribed as useful the methodology? strategic applications, how well does it work?
for identifying competitive 'Not Heard Familiar Have Too sooninformation systems applications. at all of with used Unknown tote]1 Poorly Okay Excellent
Porter's Comperitive Forces (new . ¤3 0 2 0 2 0 4 0 01 0 0201
entrants, substitute products,
suppliers, buyers, nature of
competition)
Porter's Competitive Strategies 02 0 3 0 3 03 0 0 0 0¤3
Porter's Value Chain 02 01 05 03 0 01 0 0 C]2
Wiseman's Strategic 77/rusts 05 04 01 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
Ives & Leamonth's Customer 0 9 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 Oil
Resource Life Cycle Arghh!
IBM's BSP 0102 04 0 4 0 0 0 1 ¤201
Critical Success Factors 0 01 03 07 0 0 0 0 3 0 4
Grey Cells (Nolan & Norton) 02 07 01 01 0¤0 010
Information for Competitive 05 03 02 01 0 £0 ¤10 «
Advaniage (Arthur Andersen &
CO.)
Market Power Position(AT&T) 0100 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Impact-Value MatrixMammer 050401 01 0 0 0 010
Inc.)
Other 0 0 0¤1 0 0 0 010
How often is the process for identifying
strategic uses of IST carried out. 60 Annually 0 Quarterly 5 0 Unscheduled
Does the process include use of (check atl that apply):
011 A review of business strategy 05 A review of examples
08 A review of competitive environment 0 10 Presentations of new technologies
08 A review of our strengths & weaknesses 05 Team building exercises
0 10 A review of applications portfolio 03 Creativity training sessions
& data resources 07 Brainstorming, etc.
What is the single most common way that you establish priorities for
potential applications of IST identified through this process (check only one)?
03 Cost benefit analysis 03 Negotiation
05 Strategic importance 0 Other
How satisfied areyou with the results of your process foridentifying
competitive applications of information systems technologies?
Completely Marginally Reasonably Very
Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
0 01 06 04 0
What single aspect of the process most needs improvempnt?
Thanks foryour help
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